May 17, 2017
Ms. Fairouz Wahab, P. Eng.
Land Development Project Manager
Glenview Homes (Renaud) Ltd.
190 O’Connor Street, 11th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario
K2P 2R3
Dear Ms. Wahab:
RE:

6211 Renaud Road – Proposed Urban Residential Development
Environmental Impact Statement and Tree Conservation Report

This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Tree Conservation Report (TCR) addresses a
proposed urban residential development in the south portion of Orleans, north of Renaud Road
and approximately 350 metres east of Pagé Road. The site is divided into a south third and a
north two-thirds by the east-west de la Mélodie Street. Trailsedge Way is along the west side of
the site north of de la Mélodie Street, with Tulip Tree Way to be extended along the east and
north sides. The James Blais Municipal Drain corridor, including an on-line stormwater
management facility, is to the north of the site, with the newly constructed Tulip Tree Park to the
east, east of Tulip Tree Way. The site is in Part of Lot 5, Concession 3 (Ottawa Front) of
Gloucester Geographic Township, City of Ottawa. The site was in agricultural use until the mid90s and since then has regenerated with woody vegetation.
For the purposes of this report Renaud Road and de la Mélodie Street are considered to run in an
east-west orientation.
Methodology

This EIS and TCR was prepared in accordance with Section 4.7.8 of the City of Ottawa Official
Plan (2010) following the EIS Guidelines and the Guidelines for City of Ottawa Tree
Conservation Report, found at
http://ottawa.ca/en/city_hall/planningprojectsreports/planning/dev_review_process/guide/environ
mental_impact/ and http://ottawa.ca/en/env_water/tlg/trees/preservation/guidelines/index.html
respectively, and with guidance from the Natural Heritage Reference Manual (OMNR, 2010).
The field survey and this report were completed by Bernie Muncaster, who has a Master’s of
Science in Biology and over twenty-nine years of experience completing natural environment
assessments. The purpose of the Tree Conservation Report component is to determine any tree
stands that should be retained and protected and the associated protection measures. It is
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proposed to remove the trees not identified for retention later in 2017, outside of the breeding
bird period.
The EIS will provide the methodology to mitigate as required negative impacts on significant
features and functions. Potential Species at Risk in the general area were identified from
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry databases, the Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas, and
Species at Risk reported for the overall City of Ottawa.
A field survey of the site and adjacent lands was completed on May 3rd, 2017 at 09:30, under a
moderate breeze, partly cloudy to sunny skies and an air temperature of 7° C.
Environmental Features

The approximately 1.7 hectare site is zoned Development Reserve and designated General Urban
Area on Schedule B of the City of Ottawa Official Plan. Remaining portions of the high rated
Navan Road at Pagé Road Urban Natural Area are to the north of the site, north of the municipal
drain corridor and are designated Urban Natural Features on Schedule B. The closest portion of
the Urban Natural Features lands are approximately 60 metres to the northeast of the northeast
corner of the site. No constraints are identified for the site on Schedule K of the Official Plan,
with unstable slopes noted to the west, towards Pagé Road. The lands to the north designated
Urban Natural Features are also part of the Natural Heritage System, as are portions of the
municipal drain riparian corridor as shown on the Schedule L1 overlay. No portions of the
Natural Heritage System are on the site itself or within approximately 60 metres. No drainage
features are mapped or were observed on the site, with the channel of the James Blais Municipal
Drain approximately 35 metres to the north of the north site boundary.
In addition to the high rated Navan Road at Pagé Road Urban Natural Area to the north of the
site, portions of the site and adjacent lands were mapped in the mid-90s as part of the Navan
Road/Pagé Road Woods, a 143-hectare Natural Area delineated in the former Region of OttawaCarleton’s Natural Environment System Strategy (Brownell and Blaney, 1997). The Navan
Road/Pagé Road Woods received an overall evaluation of moderate, scoring moderate or high
for the landscape attributes, endangered, threatened and rare species, and hydrological criteria.
The overall Woods scored low or nil for the common and rare vegetation community/landform
representation and diversity, and seasonal wildlife criteria (Brownell and Blaney, 1997). The
more significant features of the Navan Road/Pagé Road Woods are not in proximity to the
current site, including the best representations of common vegetation communities, the natural
salt springs in the east portion of the natural Area, the rare vegetation community, or the
observations of rare flora species. Brownell and Blaney (1997) concluded in the 1990s that
fragmentation of the Navan Road/Pagé Road Woods was very high. Since then, much of this
Natural Area is now in urban residential land use.
As with the Navan Road/Pagé Road Woods, much of the Navan Road at Pagé Road Urban
Natural Area has been developed with significant portions retained to the north of the site. This
Urban North Natural Area was described by Muncaster and Brunton (2005) as an extensive
young to submature, low deciduous upland forest and deciduous swamp forest in sand substrate.
The Urban Natural Area was rated high overall for natural significance, with the best scores
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assigned to the size and shape, significant flora and fauna, representative flora, and wildlife
habitat criteria. Selective logging, a major powerline corridor, and informal pathways were
disturbances identified by Muncaster and Brunton (2005) for the Urban Natural Area. The
impact of non-native flora was considered minor and a large interior core area was identified
between Renaud Road and the powerline corridor to the north, although as indicated above much
of this area has been developed. No current Species at Risk were identified for either the Navan
Road/Pagé Road Woods or Navan Road at Pagé Road Urban Natural Area by Brownell and
Blaney (1997) or Muncaster and Brunton (2005), respectively.
Mer Bleue is the closest Area of Natural and Scientific Interest and Provincially Significant
Wetland. At its closest point this diverse natural feature is approximately 950 metres to the
south of the south portion of the site.
Proposed Urban Residential Development

As shown on the site plan provided at the end of this report, three single detached residences are
proposed for the south portion of the site, fronting onto Renaud Road. An existing abandoned
residence will be removed along with a large shed to the north. The balance of the urban
residential development will be townhomes, with two blocks south of de la Mélodie Street and
eleven blocks north of de la Mélodie Street for a total of 55 townhome units. The townhome
blocks will front directly onto de la Mélodie Street, Trailsedge Way, or Tulip Tree Way (with the
latter to be extended to the north and west to meet Trailsedge Way. A walkway will bisect the
central and north portions of the site, providing access from west of Trailsedge Way to the new
park on the east side of Tulip Tree Way. The site will be on full municipal services, with the
existing stormwater management facilities to the north to be utilized.
Existing Conditions

The topography of the overall site is generally level, with a very gentle slope to the south. Sandy
soils are dominant in the area, which is consistent with field observations. No aquatic habitat
potential was observed on the site, with the James Blais Municipal Drain corridor to the north.
This corridor has recently been re-constructed as part of the stormwater management solution,
with the open area to the north of the site now approximately 50 metres wide (Photo 1).
North of de la Mélodie Street
The north portion of the site and the majority of the central portion north of de la Mélodie Street
are a young upland poplar forest (Photos 2, 3, and 4). Trembling aspen up to 34cm dbh is the
dominant species with Manitoba maple up to 30cm diameter at breast height (dbh) very common
in the portion of the site north of de la Mélodie Street. Similar sized crack willow are common
in the northeast portion of the forest. White elm, large-toothed aspen, grey birch, Norway maple,
and red maple are also well represented in various parts of the upland forest. The largest trees
are two 60cm dbh eastern cottonwoods along the northeast edge of the site, likely part of a
former hedgerow along the edge of an agricultural field. Many of the poplar and birch trees had
a significant amount of fungus, while other trees had several broken limbs.
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The forest canopy cover is open in many areas, reflecting the regenerating nature of the young
forest (Photos 3 and 4). In the more open areas red raspberry is dominant in the understory.
Staghorn sumac, slender willow, pussy willow, speckled alder, blackberry, red-osier dogwood,
and narrow-leaved meadowsweet were other shrub species observed north of Mélodie Street.
Regenerating poplar stems were very common, along with some maple and a couple of white
spruce and white pine seedlings. Ground vegetation in the poplar forest included sensitive fern,
evergreen wood fern, ostrich fern, goldenrod, coltsfoot, common strawberry, field horsetail,
scouring rush, field mustard, evening primose, common mullein, common burdock, wild grape,
common dandelion, brome grass, and bluegrass.
Much of the topsoil appears to have been stripped from a small area in the southwest portion of
the site north of de la Mélodie Street, shown as a cultural meadow on Map 1 (Photo 5). A 28cm
dbh grey birch remained in the central portion of the small meadow. Goldenrod, white clover,
common mullein, common dandelion, silvery cinquefoil, bluegrass, coltsfoot, and burdock were
representative of the ground flora remaining and regenerating in the small meadow area.
South of de la Mélodie Street
The upland poplar forest continued south of de la Mélodie Street (Photo 6), with some larger
trees in this south portion of the site. For example, a 60cm dbh white pine and an adjacent 35cm
dbh white spruce are to the north of Renaud Road along the west edge of the site. The pine
appeared to be in good condition but the white spruce looked dead with no healthy needles of
note. White cedar hedges were also north of Renaud Road. As described below, three butternuts
between 30cm and 45cm dbh are in the west part of the site approximately halfway between
Renaud Road and de la Mélodie Street. One of these butternuts appeared to be on the adjacent
property to the west. Evidence of butternut canker was on all of the trunks although each
butternut also had viable buds. A 48cm dbh red oak on the south side of de la Mélodie Street
was just adjacent to the site. Other trees south of de la Mélodie Street included Norway maple
up to 30cm dh, many smaller trembling aspen, and a 58cm dbh Manitoba maple and white pines
up to 38cm dbh (Photo 7) along the southeast edge of the site. These trees appeared to be in
generally good condition but adjacent white spruce in the 30cm dbh range were in poor condition
with very few needles, the majority of which were brown.
Red raspberry remained common in the forest and meadow area north of Renaud Road. Yard
waste and general debris were extensive in many areas. Garlic mustard was a dominant ground
flora in areas. Trout lily and lady fern were ground flora reflective of historically less disturbed
conditions.
Wildlife observations during the May 3rd survey included chipping sparrow, song sparrow,
white-throated sparrow, American crow, black-capped chickadee, American robin, northern
flicker, downy woodpecker, American goldfinch, and grey squirrel. Woodpecker cavities were
noted in the dead white spruce north of Renaud Road.
Adjacent land uses are a combination of remaining natural areas and stormwater management
facilities to the north and newer higher density urban residential developments and older single
family residences elsewhere adjacent to Pagé, Navan, and Renaud Roads.
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Photo 1 – The James Blais Municipal Drain corridor immediately to the north of the site.
View looking west, with the north edge of the site on the left

Photo 2 – Upland poplar forest in the west-central portion of the site north of de la Mélodie
Street.
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Photos 3 and 4 – The canopy of much of the on-site forest is open. The top example is in the
north-central portion of the site and the bottom in the northeast. Views looking north
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Photo 5 – Small meadow area in the southwest portion of the site north of de la Mélodie Street.
View looking northwest to Trailsedge Way

Photo 6 – Poplar upland forest south of de la Mélodie Street. View looking north to de la
Mélodie Street
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Photo 7 – White pine and other conifers along the southeast edge of the site
between Renaud Road and de la Mélodie Street

Photo 8 – Canker on base of butternut tree north of Renaud Road
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Species at Risk and Other Species of Special Interest

On April 20th, 2017, the Ministry of the Natural Resources and Forestry’s Make a Map: Natural
Heritage Areas website was reviewed
(www.giscoeapp.lrc.gov.on.ca/web/MNR/NHLUPS/NaturalHeritage/Viewer/Viewer.html). This
site allows for a search of Threatened and Endangered species covered by the 2008 Endangered
Species Act, as well as other species of interest. A search was conducted on the 1 km squares
including the site and adjacent areas (18VR53-90 and - 91). One Species at Risk, Henslow’s
sparrow, was noted for these squares. Henslow’s sparrow uses un-maintained weedy open fields,
habitat not present on or adjacent to the site. This sparrow has not been reported nesting in the
Ottawa area for several decades. The database also identified many provincially rare
dragonflies, damselflies, and sedges associated with wetland habitat. These rare flora and fauna
are likely found in the Mer Bleue area well to the south of the current site.
Five Species at Risk, chimney swift, barn swallow, bank swallow, eastern meadowlark, and
bobolink, are identified for the overall 10 km square (18VR53) including the current site in the
Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas. Eastern meadowlark and bobolink utilize larger grassland areas
such as hay fields, habitat not present on or adjacent to the site. Bank swallows nest in open
sand walls, often in association with sand pits. Chimney swift utilizes open, un-lined brick
chimneys for nesting. No chimney was on the abandoned residence north of Renaud Road and
chimneys observed adjacent to the site were vented or screened, with no bird access possible.
An information request has been submitted to the Ministry of the Natural Resources and
Forestry. The potential Species at Risk historically reported for the overall City of Ottawa and
their habitat requirements were also reviewed, including butternut, American ginseng, eastern
prairie fringed-orchid, wood turtle, spiny softshell, Blanding’s turtle, Henslow’s sparrow,
loggerhead shrike, eastern meadowlark, barn swallow, bobolink, eastern whip-poor-will, bald
eagle, golden eagle, least bittern, little brown bat, eastern small-footed myotis, northern longeared bat, olive hickorynut, eastern cougar, lake sturgeon, cerulean warbler, and American eel.
Except for butternut and barn swallow, no specific habitat characteristics related to these
potential Species at Risk were observed on or adjacent to the site. No cavity trees that could
provide bat habitat were noted. Blanding’s turtle are not anticipated in the municipal drain
corridor given the lack of wetland habitats with standing water and the disturbed characteristics
of the corridor.
Butternut trees, between 30cm and 45cm dbh, were observed in the south portion of the site
between Renaud Road and de la Mélodie Street (Photo 8). Extensive canker was noted on the
butternuts but the trees seemed to have quite a few buds. Once leaf-out is complete the health of
the butternuts will be assessed following MNRF protocol. In addition, if the butternuts are
assessed as healthy it is recommended that DNA analysis be completed to determine if the
butternuts are pure. Hybrid butternuts are not protected under the Endangered Species Act and
do not need to be compensated for. If the butternuts are assessed as healthy and are pure their
removal will be compensated for following the MNRF process, which may include off-site
plantings of pure butternuts and/or scion collection and grafting from butternuts that are
displaying a resistance to the canker.
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There was no evidence of barn swallow nesting in the large shed to the north of the abandoned
residence and no access to open rafters appeared possible.
Other Significant Features

The significance of woodlands is evaluated using the criteria in the Natural Heritage Reference
Manual (OMNR, 2010). There are no contiguous forests adjacent to the site. The stormwater
management work to the north in the municipal drain corridor has removed a previous
contiguous forest connection to the north (Photo 1). The on-site forests are too small and do not
contain forest interior habitat as the maximum forested width is approximately 60 metres. The
on-site forests are not within 30 metres of another significant natural heritage feature. The
forests do not have an apparent water protection function. Uncommon characteristics such as
uncommon forest types, unique environmental features, or rare plant communities which may
contribute to woodlot significance do not appear to be present. The site was in agricultural use
until the 1990s and thus the forest stands are young. The stands do not support a large tree
structure following the thresholds for basal area and number of larger trees per hectare in OMNR
(2010). No economic or social functions were identified for the woodlands.
The potential for significant wildlife habitat was assessed using the guidance in OMNR (2010)
and MNRF (2015). Potential components which may lead to a designation of significant wildlife
habitat include seasonal concentration areas of animals, rare vegetation communities or
specialized habitat for wildlife, habitat for species of conservation concern, and animal
movement corridors. No Species of Conservation Concern or Provincially rare species were
observed and potential habitat for these species such as marsh, open country, or shrub/early
successional breeding bird habitats were not observed. No evidence of animal movement
corridors, such as those for deer or amphibians, were noted. Other field observations would not
trigger a significant wildlife habitat designation with respect to the ELC communities present.
For example, the cultural and deciduous forest habitats do not support waterfowl stopover or
staging areas, colonial nesting bird breeding habitat, or other examples of seasonal concentration
areas. No rare vegetation communities as noted in MNRF (2015) or rare or specialized habitats
were observed. The forests and adjacent open areas to the north do not appear to support raptor
wintering areas, old growth forest is not present, and the forests are not large enough to meet the
size criterion for deer winter congregation areas. No seeps or springs were observed. No
potential bat hibernacula or maternity colonies or suitable turtle nesting or wintering areas were
noted. Areas of broken and fissured rock for potential use by snakes, including potential reptile
hibernaculum, were not observed. The forests are too small to meet the criterion in MNRF
(2015) for area-sensitive bird breeding habitat.
No significant linkage functions are anticipated for the site given the adjacent urban residential
land use on three sides of the site. A local linkage function likely occurs along the James Blais
Municipal Drain corridor. This corridor will not be impacted by the proposed development to
the south.
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Impact Assessment and Mitigation Measures

Other than butternut no significant natural heritage features were identified for the site, which is
dominated by young regenerating poplar forest on former agricultural land. The James Blais
Municipal Drain corridor is immediately to the north of the site. The aquatic and herptile habitat
potential for this feature has been limited by its stormwater management function and associated
structures. Regardless the north edge of the site is approximately 35 metres from the channel
itself and no impacts are anticipated on the habitat provided standard sediment and erosion
control and other mitigation measures provided below are properly implemented. Portions of the
Navan Road at Pagé Road Urban Natural Area are to the north of the municipal drain corridor.
Due to the distance and position north of the municipal drain corridor no impacts are anticipated
on the remaining Natural Area to the north.
Due to grading requirements, it is anticipated that the current site elevations will be impacted by
at least one metre. Therefore retention of the existing trees on the site is not considered feasible.
No new forest edge will be created other than along the west edge of the site south of de la
Mélodie Street. The canopy of the forest is quite open in this area but the critical root zones of
the larger adjacent trees would extend a maximum of approximately three metres onto the site.
Many of these critical root zones will not be impacted as they are in the side rear yard of the west
single detached lot fronting onto Renaud Road. Where the critical root zones of adjacent trees to
be retained may be impacted for the townhome block on the south side of de la Mélodie Street,
excavations within the critical root zones are to be completed by hand where feasible, with the
roots either kept moist and protected until they can be backfilled, or as advised by a certified
arborist the roots cut cleanly at a proper angle to facilitate healing. In addition, any overhanging
branches of adjacent retained trees that may be damaged by the construction are to be pruned by
a qualified person prior to construction.
The adjacent trees and any trees that can be retained on the site periphery are to be protected with
temporary fencing at least 1.3 metres in height installed from the tree trunk, where possible, a
distance of ten times the retained tree’s diameter (the critical root zone). Signs, notices or
posters are not to be attached to any tree. No grading, heavy machinery traffic, stockpiling of
material, machinery maintenance and refueling, or other activities that may cause soil
compaction is to occur within four metres of the critical root zone of the trees to be retained and
protected. The root system, trunk or branches of the trees to be retained are to be protected and
not damaged unless necessary. Any roots that must be cut are to be cut cleanly to facilitate
healing and as far from the tree as possible. Exhaust fumes from all equipment during
construction will not be directed towards the canopy of the retained trees.
All of the supports and bracing for the protective fencing should be placed outside of the
protected area and should be installed in such a way as to minimize root damage. Also, since the
desired effect of the barrier is to prevent construction traffic from entering the trees’ critical root
zones, the barrier should be kept in place until all site construction has been completed in the
vicinity of the trees.
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There are no planting sensitivities for the site. The features and functions of the trees to be
removed can be replaced in part with plantings of native trees and shrubs as the plantings mature.
A mix of coniferous and deciduous species such as sugar maple, red maple, tamarack, white
spruce, white pine, red oak, bur oak, basswood, native dogwoods, and nannyberry is
recommended. It is important that native stock from a local seed source be used whenever
possible to maximize the potential for successful plantings.
Many helpful wildlife oriented mitigation measures are detailed in the City’s Protocol for
Wildlife Protection during Construction (City of Ottawa, 2015). Contractors are to review in
detail and understand the City’s Protocol for Wildlife Protection during Construction prior to
commencement of construction. Listed below are specific mitigation measures associated with
the Protocol for Wildlife Protection during Construction (City of Ottawa, 2015).
Summary of Mitigation Measures
1. The extent of exposed soils shall be kept to a minimum at all times. Re-vegetation of
exposed, non-developed areas shall be achieved as soon as possible;
2. During construction, sediment and erosion control measures will be implemented as
required, including filtering of pumped groundwater, properly installed and maintained
silt fencing, and seepage barriers deployed in temporary drainage ditches, until the
construction is completed. These control measures must be properly maintained to
maximize their function during construction. For example, the silt fencing must be
properly keyed in to filter runoff and be maintained as required, including repair of
broken panels and removal of accumulated sediment;
3. Additional surveys are to be completed during leaf-out for butternut to determine the
health of the butternut. If the butternuts are assessed as healthy and are pure their
removal or harming of adjacent retained butternuts will be compensated for following
MNRF policies;
4. The contractor is to be aware of potential Species at Risk in the vicinity of the site in
particular butternut. Appendix 1 of City of Ottawa (2015) describes these species.
Appendix 1 should be modified for this development project to include the contact
information of the project biologist, as applicable. Any Species at Risk sightings are to be
immediately reported to the project manager and the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry and activities are to be stopped until further direction is received from the
Ministry;
5. As recommended in City of Ottawa (2015), prior to beginning work each day thorough
visual inspections of the work space and immediate surroundings are to be completed for
wildlife. See Section 2.5 of the City’s Protocol for Wildlife Protection during
Construction (City of Ottawa, 2015) for additional recommendations on construction site
management. Any turtles and snakes in the work area are to be relocated to the municipal
drain corridor and the Navan Road/Pagé Road Natural Area to the north. Animals should
be moved only far enough to ensure their immediate safety. See Appendix 1 and the
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links in Section 4 of City of Ottawa (2015) for suggestions on how to effectively relocate
turtles and snakes;
6. To protect breeding birds, no tree or shrub removal should occur between April 15th and
August 15th unless a breeding bird survey conducted within five days of the woody
vegetation removal identifies no active nests in the trees or shrubs. No stick nests or
other evidence of raptor utilization on or adjacent to the site was observed;
7. Trees and shrubs to be retained and those adjacent to west edge of the site south of de la
Mélodie Street are to be protected with sturdy orange construction fencing at least 1.3
metres in height installed from the tree trunk a minimum distance of ten times the
retained tree diameter. Additional tree protection measures are provided above;
8. Municipal by-laws and provincial regulations for noise will be followed and utilities will
be located as required in the vicinity of the site prior to construction; and,
9. Waste will be managed in accordance with provincial regulations. The contractor will
have a spill kit on-hand at all times in case of spills or other accidents.
Schedule of Proposed Works

Removal of the on-site woody vegetation is proposed for later in 2017, after the breeding bird
season. As applicable, City of Ottawa staff (Forester – Planning) are to be contacted at least two
business days prior to any tree removal so staff have the opportunity to verify that the protective
fencing has been properly constructed.
Conclusion

No significant natural heritage features were identified for the site other than butternut. The site
is dominated by young regenerating poplar forest on former agricultural land. The recently
altered municipal drain corridor to the north has eliminated a former direct connection to
contiguous forests to the north, which represent a portion of the remaining Navan Road at Pagé
Road Urban Natural Area. The on-site forests are too young and narrow to be considered
significant and the canopy is open in many areas.
This EIS and TCR concludes that it is the professional opinion of the author that the construction
and operation of the proposed urban residential development will not have a negative impact, as
defined in the Provincial Policy Statement, on the significant natural heritage features and
functions of the general area, including the Navan Road at Pagé Road Urban Natural Area,
provided the above recommended mitigation measures are properly implemented.
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Please call if you have any questions regarding this EIS and TCR
Yours Sincerely,
MUNCASTER ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING INC.

Bernie Muncaster, M.Sc.
Principal
\6211 Renaud Road EISTCR
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MAP 2 – SITE PLAN of PROPOSED URBAN RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

